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2020-2021 School Year 

District Boilers / Heat  

South Campus  

4/15/21 – The South campus boilers are operating, but still having minor electronic controller issues that are being 
resolved as they manifest by Electro Controls.  We will be addressing some rebuilding of the feed water system this 
summer.  We have had issues with quite a few of the classroom unit ventilators and heat pumps requiring long wati times 
for part orders. We purchased some room size space heaters to keep rooms warm while we wait for parts. 

North Campus  

4/15/21 –  The heat exchangers and ignition systems to rebuild the two older HS boilers have arrived. We will need 
several days to install and test the install, so as long as the current working boiler remains functional we will perform this 
work along with an entire heat loop system flush in the early part of Summer break. 
District Ventilation / Air  

4/15/21 -  Filter changes continue as normal for the district to ensure quality air circulation.  We are looking at some 
additive air filtration/purification options for classroom air recirculation and will present those options based on best 
(current suggested) practices when we have complete proposals. 
Roof Systems  

North Campus  

4/15/21 –  We are awaiting our turn for a full district (infrared) roof scan that will help us determine priorities for roof 
membrane repair and replacement.  We currently have not serious leaks in the North campus system, but have areas 
that show a potential need for repair as part of a roof system preventative maintenance plan. 

South Campus  

4/15/21 – Data from the above mentioned scan will also help us determine a direction for roof repair on the South campus, 
however, there is obvious need for extensive work to the Intermediate building roof membrane.  We have a couple vendors 
lined up to do an estimate on repair/replacement, but demand has delayed that process.  Further recommendations will be 
made after the roof scan. 
South Campus Building Exterior Projects  

4/15/21– I will be meeting with Sherwin Williams regarding product to be used on the Elementary school building walls 
that are currently cracked and peeling.  A combination of metal and new paint will be used to address these conditions in 
various locations around the building, starting with the more seriously deteriorated areas then moving to the more 
aesthetic issues.  A larger part of our summer paint labor will be allocated to this project as we have completed most of 
the interior paint updates over the past two summers. 
Playgrounds / Equipment / Substrate  

North Campus.  

4/15/21 - Due to competing priorities we were not able to install the MS basketball standards over the April break. We 
need a couple non-student days to accomplish this work, so may need to wait until the Summer break.  We also need 
to address repair to grass and walk areas along the new asphalted MS area as students have removed or relocated 
the compacted rock base that remained exposed after the asphalt installation.  This will require some considerable top 
soil work and irrigation. 

South Campus 

No Update - We need to develop a plan to remove sand from our playground areas, as it is not  considered a safe 
playground substrate by our insurance company. We use some wood fiber, but it is not effective for long-term use. Our 
insurance  inspector highly recommends a rubber substrate, or pea gravel in combination with mats at high use areas.   
Campus Water  
 
South Campus 
 
4/15/21 – A plan for location of sand separators is ongoing.  We are also working to do complete toilet and (no touch) 
flush valve replacements in a few locations throughout the intermediate and elementary building where persistent 
problems with the existing valves have caused extended unit closures.  Given that the new installations will be no touch 
flush valves, this work should be a valid candidate for ESSER fund use. 
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North Campus  

No current issues to report.   
Asphalt / Parking  

South Campus:   

4/15/21 –  As ground temperatures rise, we are preparing to have the new lining addressed at the West parent pick up 
loop.  This had been planned for last Fall, but was cancelled due to cold weather.  The condition of the remaining 
parking lots and new bus pick up zone need to be evaluated by the facilities committee and a plan for repair or 
replacement based upon contractor recommendations should be established. 
 

North Campus:  

No Update - Crack seal and line painting (lines and speed bumps) will be done in the Spring. 
Middle School Sign  

No Update – Planning to address the installation of the Middle School sign during the Summer when we rent a lift for 
this and other projects.. 
Intermediate School Blinds  

4/15/21 –  .  If there is a plan to order and install more of the solar shade type blinds on South campus,  that request 
should be made soon so that blinds will deliver early during summer break to allow for reasonable install time. We are 
quite unbelievably still waiting for replacement brackets to hang the final two sets of blinds for the intermediate North 
facing rooms.  Once the brackets are received, the blinds will be installed immediately 
District Sanitation/Disinfection  

4/15/21 – Our chemical, paper and equipment order for the upcoming year is in process.  We are attempting to avoid 
more increases in chemical prices by ordering early.  We are also working on requisitions for new / better heppa filtered 
vacuum and floor cleaning machines.  We would like to purchase and store as much non-expiring product as possible 
while ESSER funds are avaoilable. 
Kitchen / Food Services  

South Campus 

No current issues reported 

North Campus 

4/15/21 – The new emergency lights have been installed in the HS kitchen.  No other issues reported at this time.   
Heaving Entry Slabs:  

4/15/21 –   Have requested and am waiting for proposals for modification and repair of the Admin door entry slab. While 
the slab has been “repaired” 3 times in the past, there does need to be a modification to the location using a frost wall 
design to prevent the doors from jamming in the future.  There are several location where this modification would be 
advised, with the Admin entrance being first priority. 
Rodent / Pest Control  

4/15/21 –  No reports of recent mouse activity in the buildings. Perimeter control through our licensed contractor 
continues and no significant changes to population have been identified.  Issues with ground squirrels moving into 
playing filed areas due to neighboring construction needs to be addressed as does a mitigation program on the 
Northern part of the property to reduce migration into developed areas.  There are no inexpensive, effective methods 
for addressing the ground squirrel problem, but FTSD maintenance will work to ensure safety associated with holes 
and mounding as much as possible. 
Gym Floors  
 
High School  
 
4/15/21 – We will schedule the HS gym floor for refinishing this summer.  New microfiber dust mops have been located in 
each gym with instructions to all teachers, coaches and visiting organizations to use on their way out.  Consistent dust 
mopping will eliminate a lot of the dust and debris that abrades the floor finish.  The custodial department is using a new 
floor treatment chemical as part of an elevated cleaning protocol to help extend the life of the floor and give it a more safe 
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friction surface, however extensive evening and weekend use are making it difficult to implement a consistent floor cleaning 
strategy.  Combined efforts with custodial and those using the gym should help us maintain our refinished surfaces longer. 
 

Middle School   

4/15/21 – I have made several requests that students do not use the back gym doors as an exit to the exterior playing 
fields or other activities.  There is also an issue with the back doors being frequently left open for both air circulation and 
access by outside groups using the facility.  The traffic and open doors bring in dust and dirt, and the foot traffic abrades 
the floor. While the Middle school gym is part of the same cleaning program referenced above the constant traffic and dirt 
have already abraded the floor and it needs to be refinished. 

Intermediate School  

No Update – still half covered with lunch room tarps 

Elementary School  

4/15/21 - We are still waiting for the edge trim to be installed, but the floor is in use and performing well. We will incorporate 
the same new floor care procedures for this gym as have been prescribed for the HS and MS gym. 
Snow Removal  

4/15/21 – There was significant cost associated with February snow, but primarily due to severe ice conditions that 
requited a lot of deicer to be used on both campuses to maintain a safe surface for students and staff.    
Modular Buildings  

4/15/21 –The fire system wiring was completed last week and is now ready for the fire system and monitoring 
installation.  The temporary smoke/fire devices are operating and being tested until the full system install is 
complete. Consideration needs to be given to adding a deck cover to improve safety and reduce labor during heavy 
snow and ice periods.   

Grounds  
 
4/15/21 – Water has been turned on for certain areas where field rehab is taking place. Aeration and fertilizer are soon 
forthcoming.  Repetitive use of the same field locations makes it very difficult to repair damage so that the fields are in their 
best condition for the actual sport seasons.  I have recommended that outside groups use the new turf area in front of the 
high school for off season practices. Field conditions for fall sports will be dictated by the cooperation we receive from the 
community. 

 
Maintenance Requests and Preventative Maintenance  

4/15/21 – There have been 309 maintenance and custodial requests completed since the last board report. 
Grounds Equipment Garage at the South Campus:  

No Update – Building should be moved, estimates for moving and or repair will be prepared as time permits and 
after  primary campus transition activities are underway. Properly shored to prevent collapse while other priorities are 
addressed. 
Classroom/Office /Exterior Lighting to LED's   

4/15/21 – We have requested that Paulsen Electric provide a proposal for the phased LED replacements on South 
campus as part of the MEC rebate program.  Discussions of expanding this effort to the North campus have occurred and 
we will begin to create phases for that work. 
Septic System Issues:   

4/15/21 – The MS septic pumps were powered off by someone and created an overfill of the tanks.  When 
discovered, the system did return the tanks to an appropriate level, but we will need to pump the chambers due to the 
over fill pushing debris beyond the filter baskets.  The control switch was locked so this cannot occur again.  The 
septic tank lids broken by students that we had been waiting on for months finally arrived and have been installed at 
the MS front location. 
Geothermal / Fire System Line:  

4/15/21 – The geothermal line is operating as designed.  There are still some questions as to the frequency of pump 
cycling and some discussion has begun relative to the possibility of having the geothermal loop and the fire system 
separated to reduce energy consumption and pump wear.  Such a change would be a large financial undertaking with a 
potential for a self-generating repayment of the investment over time.     
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 Clean/Replace Ceiling Tiles in HS Commons:   

No Update.- If desired, will need to plan for this as a major expense $20k+ 
Staffing  

4/15/21 – We are currently waiting for a background check on the person hired for the South campus lunch room 
position.  Issues outside of our control have delayed this process for weeks and we have been filling the lunch position 
with maintenance staff, or our custodial substitute.  Other illness and non-work related injury have left us short of staff in 
other key areas.  We are doing our best to take up the slack until we have success with the hiring process. 
Upgrade Security Systems @ North / South Campus:  

4/15/21 –  The next phase of security camera upgrades is being prepared by Systems Northwest and will be issued via 
requisition in April.  We are continuing to work on our District security upgrades in phases and have made considerable 
progress since identifying our issues nearly two years ago.  We need to continue to upgrade, maintain, and improve both 
camera and door security so that we do not end up with unsupported, or obsolete equipment in the future.  
School Board Walk Through – Facility Condition Report  

4/15/21 – The new facility condition report will be handed out to members attending the campus walk through prior 
to the April regular board meeting.  This report will include current requests for work to be addressed. 
Alarm Systems:  

4/15/21 – A sensor that monitors one of the fire water system valves is malfunctioning which caused our notifier panels to 
run almost continuously for several days until the location could be identified.  The sensor was disconnected in order to 
stop the notifier tones and is scheduled for replacement as soon as parts arrive.  

Respectfully – Sean Mecham, Maintenance/Custodial 


